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Recently, concern has arisen that meta-analyses overestimate the effects of psychological therapies and

that those therapies may not work under clinically representative conditions. This meta-analysis of 90

studies found that therapies are effective over a range of clinical representativeness. The projected effects

of an ideal study of clinically representative therapy are similar to effect sizes in past meta-analyses.

Effects increase with larger dose and when outcome measures are specific to treatment. Some clinically

representative studies used self-selected treatment clients who were more distressed than available

controls, .and these quasi-experiments underestimated therapy effects. This study illustrates the joint use

of fixed and random effects models, use of pretest effect sizes to study selection bias in quasi-

experiments, and use of regression analysis to project results to an ideal study in the spirit of response

surface modeling.

Does the treatment outcome literature suggest that psychologi-

cal therapies work under clinically representative conditions?

(Clinical representativeness, a concept we elaborate shortly, occurs

when outcome studies use real clients and therapists in actual

treatment settings and when treatment is not typically subjected to

routine research standardization procedures such as the use of

manuals, treatment compliance checks, and special pretherapy

training.) This question has come to the fore in recent therapy

literature for four reasons. First, after decades of meta-analytic

results supporting therapy effectiveness, a credible challenge has

been posed to those positive findings—most past therapy research

was not conducted under clinically representative conditions, and

some evidence suggests therapy might be ineffective under those

conditions (see, e.g., Weisz, Donenberg, Han, & Weiss, 1995;

Weisz, Weiss, & Donenberg, 1992).

Second, the methodological quality of research on therapy under

clinically representative conditions has been criticized. Conducting

methodologically strong, clinically representative effectiveness re-

search can be difficult; for example, such studies often use weaker

rather than stronger outcome designs (Weisz et al., 1992, 1995).

Similarly, the 1995 Consumer Reports therapy survey ("Mental

Health," 1995; see also Seligman, 1995) was criticized as meth-
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odologically inappropriate for drawing outcome conclusions (see,

e.g., Nathan, 1998). So, the effects of these therapies remain open

to challenge.

Third, third-party payers and governmental bodies want more

evidence about real-world effects of psychological therapies (Bar-

low, 1994; Beutler, 1998; Pallack, 1995). Sometimes they call for

therapists themselves to provide data about their patients through

evaluations conducted in the therapist's office. The research liter-

ature on clinically representative psychological therapies is also

germane. Unfortunately, little such research exists, and this lacuna

is an obstacle for therapy researchers and practitioners alike.

Finally, the literature on practice guidelines (see, e.g., Nathan,

1998) is based partly on the assumption that therapy under clini-

cally representative conditions is less effective than it could be if

therapists used empirically supported psychological therapies that

have been found efficacious in controlled research with a delin-

eated population (Chambless & Hollon, 1998; Kendall, 1998).

Research about therapies under clinically representative conditions

test both whether there is a deficit in existing practice to be

remedied and whether "treatments that are found to be efficacious

in producing desirable gains in a research clinic [are] transportable

to a community service setting" (Kendall, 1998, p. 5).

These interests might be addressed by new, methodologically

sound studies of therapies conducted under clinically representa-

tive conditions. However, this strategy will not quickly produce

many clinically representative studies given (a) the time it takes to

do and publish such studies, (b) the difficulty in obtaining funding

for them, (c) the reluctance of traditional research outlets to pub-

lish them given their frequent lack of certain controls, and (d) the

resistance to randomized controls in clinically representative set-

tings. So, a more timely answer requires taking as much advantage

of the existing literature as possible.
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Fortunately, studies in the current literature already vary along

a continuum of clinical representativeness. By assessing these

existing studies along that continuum, we were able to (a) study the

relationship of clinical representativeness to outcome and (b) gen-

eralize by extrapolation from that research to a clinically repre-

sentative target of interest. The present study contributes to these

goals using a quantitative review that builds on a preliminary

review of previous meta-analytic work by Shadish et al. (1997).

Shadish et al. (1997) asked authors of previous therapy meta-

analyses to send effect sizes for studies that met various criteria for

clinical representativeness: The studies (a) were conducted in

nonuniversity settings (e.g., community mental health centers,

school systems); (b) used patients referred through usual clinical

routes, not solicited by the experimenter; (c) used experienced,

professional therapists with regular case loads; (d) did not use a

treatment manual; (e) did not monitor treatment implementation;

(f) used clients who were heterogeneous in personal characteristics

(e.g., sex, socioeconomic status); (g) used clients who were het-

erogeneous in presenting problems; (h) used therapists who were

not specially trained in the treatment; and (i) used therapists who

were free to use a variety of treatments. Shadish et al. divided

studies into three categories: The 54 studies (from 15 meta-

analyses) that passed criteria (a) through (c) were in Stage 1; those

passing (a) through (e) were in Stage 2; and the one study that

passed all criteria was in Stage 3. Shadish et al. discussed problems

with these criteria but argued that the criteria were a reasonable

starting point for studying clinically representative therapy. Re-

sults suggested that effects from more clinically representative

studies were about the same as effects reported in the original

meta-analyses.

However, Shadish et al. (1997) were vulnerable to a variety of

problems that can be remedied only by a new meta-analysis. The

present study reports such a meta-analysis with eight specific

improvements. First, this study uses a standardized protocol to

code both substantive variables and effect sizes from scratch to

reduce the possibility that the codings of criteria and effect size

may have been inconsistent over the 13 meta-analysts who partic-

ipated in Shadish et al. or inconsistent with the intended codings in

Shadish et al. Second, Shadish et al. used only nine simply defined

clinical representativeness codes; the present study expands the

number of codes that pertain to clinical representativeness and

adds many additional codes that measure other clinical and meth-

odological characteristics of the studies. Third, this study refines

the clinical representativeness criteria used by Shadish et al., for

example, by allowing some clinically representative treatments to

use standardized formats if that is common clinical practice (e.g.,

relaxation tapes). Fourth, this study uses a graduated scale of

clinical representativeness rather than a stage system. Fifth, this

study eliminates questionable studies used previously and includes

new studies to better estimate the relationship between clinical

representativeness and effects. Sixth, this study uses multiple

regression to adjust for covariates that are confounded with clinical

representativeness. Seventh, this study reports both fixed and

random effects analyses to support different inferences about ther-

apy. Finally, this study illustrates two meta-analytic innovations:

using pretest effect sizes to explore bias in nonrandomized exper-

iments and creating extrapolations from existing studies to results

from a hypothesized ideal study of the effects of clinically repre-

sentative therapy.

Method

Studies

All studies in this meta-analysis met the definition of therapy suggested

by Weisz, Weiss, Alicke, and Klotz (1987): "Any intervention designed to

alleviate psychological distress, reduce maladaptive behavior, or enhance

adaptive behavior through counseling, structured or unstructured interac-

tion, a training program, or a predetermined treatment plan" (p. 543). We

eliminated studies using two criteria. We excluded treatments that used

psychotropic medication as part of treatment because this confounds the

effect of therapy with the effect of medication. Of course, some study

participants were using medications either legal (e.g., a presenting problem

of nausea from chemotherapy) or not (e.g., psychological treatment for

adults addicted to opiates); in randomized studies (the majority of our

studies), such use is not confounded with treatment. We also excluded

purely preventive treatments that usually are not considered therapy. Oth-

erwise, we were inclusive rather than exclusive. For example, some of our

studies were conducted in hospital or residential settings where the control

groups might have gotten some intervention, some studies used bibliother-

apy, some involved only parent or teacher training, some used clients with

medical problems, and some occurred in schools.

Our sample was 90 studies from three sources. Sample A consisted of 41

studies from Shadish et al. (1997) that met their Stage 1 criteria for clinical

representativeness. We excluded 8 of their 54 Stage 1 studies that (a) used

clients without a psychological, behavioral, or emotional problem of a kind

that therapists are asked to treat, such as unselected nursing students

receiving personal growth groups and unselected normal kindergartners

receiving psychological education (Amerikaner & Summerlin, 1982;

Coleman & Glofka, 1969; Gerler, 1980; Moleski & Tosi, 1976; White &

Allen, 1971); (b) administered a psychotropic medication in addition to

therapy in the treatment condition because the condition would not yield a

pure test of therapy (Maldonado, 1984); or (c) used a comparison condition

that might be considered another psychotherapy (Ullrich de Muynck &

Ullrich, 1980a, 1980b). We also excluded 5 Stage 1 studies for which

Shadish et al. had obtained data from M. L. Smith, Glass, and Miller (1980)

but for which references were unavailable so the studies could not be

obtained and recorded from scratch.

Sample B contained 401 studies randomly sampled from each of the

same meta-analyses from which Sample A was drawn (excluding the

Sample A studies, of course). The difference between the two samples is

simple: Sample A was drawn from those studies that had been nominated

as clinically representative by the coauthors of Shadish et al. (1997),

whereas Sample B was drawn randomly. As with Sample A, we required

that for each Sample B study, (a) no psychotropic medications had been

administered along with psychotherapy and (b) the study compared psy-

chotherapy to a control that was not another psychotherapy. Sample B had

three functions: (a) It increased the range of clinical representativeness in

the present study by expanding the number of less representative studies,

(b) it allowed a test of the degree to which the Shadish et al. Stage 1 studies

were more clinically representative than other studies, and (c) it assessed

the possibility that the 15 meta-analyses from which Shadish et al. drew

their Stage 1 studies may have included even more clinically representative

studies.

Finally, Sample C included all 9 studies of what Weisz et al. (1995)

called clinic therapy: clinic-referred children and adolescents getting psy-

chotherapy that is already being conducted as part of the regular service-

related program of a service-oriented clinic by practicing clinicians. Clinic

therapy is more restrictive than the concept of therapy conducted under

clinically representative conditions, and these clinic therapy studies were

1 Sample B contained 40 studies (rather than the 41 in Sample A)

because no study meeting these criteria could be located from Trull,

Nietzel, and Main (1988) except for the study already in Sample A.
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coded as more rather than less clinically representative according to our

criteria. Including them further increased the variability of the present

sample on clinical representativeness by expanding the number of more

representative studies.

Very few studies in our sample were published in the 1990s, and older

studies are disproportionately represented because Shadish et al. (1997)

drew their sample from previously published meta-analyses, which in turn

drew from previously published psychotherapy outcome studies. Data we

present later suggests that more recent studies have nousignificantly

smaller effect sizes and are significantly less clinically representative, so it

is unlikely that underrepresentation of more recent studies would mask a

negative relationship between clinical representativeness and effect size.

Coding

Codes were both developed for the present study and taken from pre-

vious studies (Shadish et al., 1997; Shadish & Ragsdale, 1996). The

Appendix presents details of codes, reliabilities, and examples. Effect sizes

were computed independently of other coding to avoid bias that might

result from knowing outcomes. Except for an interrater reliability study

conducted before any other codings (described shortly), one of the four

authors was responsible for coding each study. Some problem codings

were identified when that coder was unsure of a code, and other problem

codings were identified during a systematic review of key clinical repre-

sentativeness codes by Glenn Phillips; in these cases, disagreements were

resolved by William R. Shadish.

Clinical representativeness criteria. We used 10 criteria for clinical

representativeness selected partly on the basis of their use in past research

(e.g., Weisz et al., 1992), partly for their consistency with empirical

literature about clinical practice (e.g., Norcross & Prochaska, 1982; Per-

Iman, 1985; Prochaska & Norcross, 1983), and partly for their face valid-

ity: (a) clinically representative problems: mental health or behavioral

problems that therapists see, (b) clinically representative setting: a setting

where clinical services are commonly provided, (c) clinically representa-

tive referrals: clients initially referred through usual clinical routes, (d)

clinically representative therapists: practicing clinicians for whom provi-

sion of service is a substantial part of the job, (e) clinically representative

structure: treatment either with a structure used in clinical practice or not

structured in a detailed and uniform way, (f) clinically representative

monitoring: the implementation of treatment was not monitored in a way

that could influence therapist behavior, (g) clinically representative prob-

lem heterogeneity: therapists treated clients (both in and outside the study)2

who were heterogeneous in presenting problems, (h) pretherapy training:

therapists did not receive special training immediately before the study in

the specific techniques to be used, (i) therapy freedom: therapists used

multiple techniques in therapy (both in and outside the study), and (j)

flexible number of sessions: the study did not set limits on number of

therapy sessions. A principle-components analysis of these 10 items using

a scree test suggested extracting a single factor with coefficient alpha

internal consistency reliability of a = .75, so we summed them for a total

score.

None of these criteria are above reproach. For example, some therapists

limit their practice to particular kinds of problems; Shadish et al. (1997)

discussed other examples of problems with these criteria. Hence, an un-

derlying rule for all these codings was to judge whether the study feature

seemed clinically representative. For example, one study tested the effects

of bibliotiierapy, so it made no sense to code therapist freedom when there

were no therapists. In such cases, we coded the feature as unrepresentative.

Other treatment characteristics. We coded five treatment orienta-

tions; however, over 50% were behavioral, and other categories had

comparatively few cases, so we collapsed the codes into behavioral-

nonbehavioral. We coded number and duration of sessions by using any

measure of central tendency that study authors reported or the midpoint

when they reported a range. The product of number and duration of

sessions was dose of therapy. We coded whether therapy was brief therapy

(fewer than 10 sessions) and whether therapy used a formal structure such

as a manual or videotapes.

Dependent variable characteristics. M. L. Smith et al. (1980) showed

that some measures produce larger response to treatment than other mea-

sures; they called this reactivity. We used four codes for reactivity: (a)

outcome state: more reactive for affect or cognition, less reactive for

behavior or achievement tests; (b) outcome mode: more reactive if self-

report, less reactive otherwise; (c) manipulability: more manipulable vari-

ables (e.g., self-report) are more reactive than less manipulable variables

(e.g., achievement tests); and (d) M. L. Smith et al.'s five-point reactivity

scale (see Appendix). After conversion to a common 0-1 scale and factor

and item analyses, these items were summed to a total reactivity scale with

coefficient alpha reliability of a = .75. We intended to add a fifth item to

that scale, specificity (how closely tied a measure is to what was done in

treatment), but psychometric analyses suggested it did not belong with the

reactivity items, so specificity was kept separate in subsequent analyses.

We also coded the number of weeks posttreatment that the dependent

variable was taken.

Methodology codes. We coded several useful predictors of effect size

in randomized and nonrandomized experiments (Heinsman & Shadish,

1996; Shadish & Ragsdale, 1996). Assignment to condition was random-

ized or not. We coded whether the study used matching, blocking or

stratifying. Control group activity level was coded active or passive, and

control similarity was either internal or external. Selection process was

either self-selection of participants into conditions or other-selection.

Miscellaneous codes. We coded year of publication, as well as publi-

cation status as published (code = 0) or not (code = 1). We coded whether

the study was about child—adolescent or adult presenting problems. We

coded number of participants assigned to conditions at the start of the

study and number remaining when outcome was measured; from these, we

computed total attrition (percentage of participants not measured at post-

test) and differential attrition (treatment attrition percentage minus control

attrition percentage).

Interrater Reliability

To assess interrater reliability, William R. Shadish and Georg E. Matt

independently coded all of the above codes on N = 17 treatment-control

comparisons from 11 studies (using only one outcome measure per study).

Initial reliability was unacceptably low only for clinically representative

structure; this item was rewritten, receded on all remaining English lan-

guage studies, and its reliability recomputed. All resulting reliabilities are

reported in the Appendix as percentage agreement and kappa for categor-

ical variables (when categories were collapsed during analysis, we used

weighted kappa, weighting disagreements among collapsed categories as if

they were full agreements) and intraclass correlation fo) for continuous

variables (Tinsley & Weiss, 1975) with N = 17. Percentage agreement

ranged from 53% to 100%, with a median of 88%; kappa ranged from .393

to 1.00, with a median of .61; and rt ranged from .928 to 1.00, with a

median of .99. Intraclass correlations were r; - .873 for the clinical

representativeness sale and r- = .889 for the reactivity scale. Items in the

Appendix with low reliability are prone to be nonsignificant in subsequent

analyses, though inspection of the pattern of reliability against the pattern

of nonsignificance does not'reveal any obvious match.

2 For this code, and for the therapist freedom code, we also coded an

"In-study-only" version that was clinically representative if problems were

heterogeneous in the study sample and if the therapist was free to use

whatever interventions he or she wished within the study, respectively.

Analyses using these codes revealed virtually no difference to results.
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Effect Size Calculation

The effect size measure used in this meta-analysis is the standardized

mean difference statistic. When possible, that statistic was computed

directly as

where XT is the mean of the treatment group, Xc is the mean of the

comparison group, and sp is the pooled standard deviation. Where the latter

statistics were not reported, d was estimated using methods described in

Shadish, Robinson, and Lu (1999). Results reported only as nonsignificant

(17% of the effect sizes) were coded as 0.00, consistent with common

practice (e.g., Abramowitz, 1997; T. J. Meyer & Mark, 1995). Hedges and

Olkin's (1985) correction for small sample bias was applied to all effect

sizes.

We coded 1,324 effect sizes from the 90 studies, with a range of 1 to 168

effect sizes and a mean of 14.71 per study. When outcomes were reported

at multiple time points (e.g., posttest and follow-up), we coded the effect

size closest to the end of therapy. For 89% of effect sizes, this occurred

within 4 weeks of therapy, and in 94%, it occurred within 8 weeks. For the

remaining 6% of effect sizes from 9 studies, the first assessment was at 13,

24, 27, 52, 55,104, 260, 281, or 546 weeks after treatment (some of these

figures are midpoints in a range). Nearly all the studies with longer term

assessments were from Sample C (Weisz et al., 1995). We also coded 632

pretest standardized mean difference statistics from 53 studies, a mean

of 11.92 per study. Pretest d predicts posttest d (Heinsman & Shadish,

1996; Shadish & Ragsdale, 1996) and is useful in understanding pretreat-

ment selection bias in nonrandomized experiments.

Analyses

We aggregated effect sizes to the study level and used both fixed and

random effects analyses (Bryk, Raudenbush, & Congdon, 1996; Hedges &

Olkin, 1985). Fixed and random effects analyses yield similar results if

tests for homogeneity of effect sizes are not rejected; in that case, inference

from both models is similar. When homogeneity is rejected, as in the

present data, the two models support different inferences. Fixed effects

analyses assist inferences about what this particular set of 90 studies says

about clinically representative therapy, taking into account uncertainty dne

only to the particular samples of participants used in each study. They ask,

how certain are inferences if these 90 studies had been rerun identically

except for using different participants from the same population? Fixed

effects models usually yield smaller confidence intervals and more pow-

erful statistical tests but at the cost of restricted generalizability: "infer-

ences apply to this collection of studies and say nothing about other studies

that may be done later, could have been done earlier, or may have already

been done but are not included among the observed studies" (Hedges &

Vevea, 1998, p. 487). Random effects analyses assist more general infer-

ences about effects of clinically representative therapy in a universe of

studies that differs from these 90 studies in more ways than just sampling

of participants. They ask, what might have happened if we analyzed data

from 90 new studies from the same population as the original 90 studies,

where the new studies not only used different participants but differed in

other respects such as using different designs, dose, outcome measures, or

levels of clinical representativeness? Increased generalizability is achieved

by incorporating an estimate of between-studies variability into error

variance estimates and statistical tests. The cost is broader confidence

intervals, less powerful statistical tests, and ambiguity about how to define

the universe of studies concretely. (Further discussion of strengths and

weaknesses of these models can be found in the following readings:

Cooper & Hedges, 1994; Hedges & Vevea, 1998; National Research

Council, 1992; Overtoil, 1998; Shadish & Haddock, 1994.)

Results

Some Descriptive Results

Study-level effect sizes ranged from d = —1.01 to d = 2.77.

Scores on the clinical representativeness scale ranged from 1 to 10

with a mean of 6.76. Figure 1 is a scatterplot of the relationship

between effect size and clinical representativeness scores. The

univariate correlation between these variables was significantly

negative (random effects univariate r = —.29, p = .0031; fixed

effects univariate r = -.35, p < .0001). Below, we present

evidence that this correlation was an artifact of confounds with

other study features, and it disappears when those confounds are

taken into account. The addition of nonlinear (quadratic, cubic, and

quartic) transformations of clinical representativeness scores did

not significantly improve prediction of effect size. Four studies

with effect sizes greater than d = 1.82 and one study with an effect

size less than d = — .95 were statistical outliers using a test by

Hoaglin, Mosteller, and Tukey (1983). However, Winsorizing

those effect sizes by reducing them to either 1.82 for the positive

effect sizes or to — .95 for the negative effect size had no substan-

tial effect on the correlation between effect size and clinical

representativeness (no subsequent analyses used Winsorization).

hi Figure 1, studies from Sample A are represented by squares,

Sample B studies by triangles, and Sample C studies by diamonds;

randomized studies are represented by solid squares, triangles, or

diamonds, and nonrandomized studies by squares, triangles, or

diamonds without fill. Inspection of the figure with these distinc-

tions in mind leads to the following qualitative observations. First,

randomized studies tend to report larger effect sizes than nonran-

domized studies; later, we show that this is due to selection bias in

nonrandomized studies.

Second, some Sample B studies scored high on clinical repre-

sentativeness, suggesting that additional clinically representative

studies may exist in the literature from which Sample B was

randomly drawn. Such studies probably do not exist in large

numbers, but a directed search for them might be warranted given

the importance of the question.

Third, clinical representativeness scores were significantly dif-

ferent across the three samples, F(2, 87) = 33.04, p < .001, with

follow-up tests indicating all pairwise differences were significant.

Sample C obtained significantly higher clinical representativeness

scores (M = 9.94) than did Sample A (Af = 7.57), which in turn

was significantly higher than Sample B (M = 5.21). These results

are expected because Sample C used a definition of clinic therapy

that is more restrictive on clinical representativeness than the other

samples, and Sample A studies were nominated by the coauthors

of Shadish et al. (1997) as being more clinically representative

than other studies in the meta-analyses from which they were

drawn, the latter in Sample B.

Fourth, the 90 studies range from very clinically unrepresenta-

tive to highly representative. For example, Akins, Hollandsworth,

and O'Connell (1982) treated introductory psychology and soci-

ology students solicited for dental fear with a 1-hr, researcher-

administered intervention given by audio and videotape in a col-

lege laboratory. Figure 1 suggests that the meta-analysis literature

does contain such studies with questionable clinical representa-

tiveness. Other studies are reasonably representative. For example,

Lipsky, Kassinove, and Miller (1980) randomly assigned clients

who had a diagnosis of neurosis or adjustment disorder of adult-
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Figure 1. A scatterplot of the relationship between effect size and clinical representativeness scores.

hood and who applied for psychotherapy at an outpatient commu-

nity mental health center to a control group, to various kinds of

rational-emotive therapy (RET), or to a relaxation training and

supportive therapy group. Therapy lasted 45 rain a week for 12

weeks and was delivered by experienced mental health profession-

als who had worked in a variety of settings and with a variety of

clients and who were not specially trained in RET for the study.

Fifth, nonrandomized studies have significantly higher clinical

representativeness scores (M = 8.15) than randomized experi-

ments (M = 6.21; r(89) = 3.65, p < .001). It is more difficult to

use random assignment under clinically representative conditions,

but the presence of substantial numbers of clinically representative

randomized studies in our samples suggests it is possible to design

externally valid randomized studies, much as other fields such as

public health, medicine, and Pharmaceuticals have sometimes

done.

Sixth, a significant negative correlation (r = —.269, p = .01)

exists between clinical representativeness scores and year of pub-

lication (see Figure 2). Early years saw a few studies that were

highly clinically representative and nonrandomized. The mid-

1960s saw an explosion of outcome studies with a range of clinical

representativeness, studies that were increasingly dominated by

randomized experiments—although nonrandomized experiments

after the 1960s also increased their range of clinical representa-

tiveness. This increase in range of clinical representativeness may

reflect greater interest in basic than applied research or changing

publication standards.

Table 1 presents means and standard deviations for the clinical

representativeness items. Item means range from 0-1; high num-

bers imply higher clinical representativeness. Few studies used

flexible number of sessions; half the studies used clinically repre-

sentative referrals and therapists; about two-thirds used clinically

representative settings, structure, monitoring, problem heterogene-

ity, pretherapy training, and therapist freedom. Nearly all (93%)

studies used patients with clinically representative problems.

Primary Analyses

The primary analysis with which to answer the main question of

this research is a multiple regression predicting effect size from

coded variables. A baseline for subsequent analysis is an intercept-

only model that yields an unadjusted overall effect size. The

random effects weighted average effect size over all 90 studies was

d = .412 (SE = .057, p < .001); model fit statistics yielded a

variance component T = .158, with a heterogeneity ^(89) =

237.92, p < .001, suggesting that systematic effect size variability

remained to be accounted for. The fixed effects analysis yielded

d = .30 (SE = .032, p < .0001), with a heterogeneity ^(89) =

240.91, p < .0001. As the similarity between ̂ statistics suggests,

model fit statistics for fixed and random effects models are very

similar, differing slightly because they are computed using differ-

ent estimation algorithms.3

3 Mean effect sizes for studies reported here are considerably lower than

those presented in the early large-scale meta-analyses (e.g., M. L. Smith et

al., 1980). This is even true for our Sample B from past meta-analyses. This

difference should not be interpreted as indicating that our clinically rep-

resentative studies show smaller treatment effects or that our Sample B is

somehow unrepresentative. Matt (1989; Matt & Navarro, 1997) has pro-
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We then entered all predictors with two variations. First, we

used the clinical representativeness scale (CRS) total score rather

than items (Table 2). Both fixed and random effects analyses

suggested that effect sizes were larger (a) the greater the dose of

therapy, (b) when highly specific measures were used to assess

outcome, and (c) for behaviorally oriented therapies. Fixed effects

analysis also suggested effects were larger (d) when an internal

control group was used and (e) when outcome was measured near

the end of therapy. Clinical representativeness was unrelated to

effect size in both analyses. Model fit statistics for the random

effects analysis were r = .102, ̂ (71) = 144.68, p < .001, with all

predictors accounting for 36% of the parameter variation in study

effect size (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992, p. 74). In the fixed effects

vided evidence that estimates of early large-scale meta-analyses most
likely overestimated treatment effects, and similarly, Shadish et al. (1997)
showed that reanalyzing M. L. Smith et al.'s (1980) data with weighted
least squares models also led to smaller effects. Overall therapy mean
effect estimates are more realistically in the .40-.60 range, rather than in
the .70-.80 range as reported in early meta-analyses.

analysis, multiple R = .63, again with nearly identical fit statistics,

)f(l\) = 145.18, p < .0001; the presence of significant hetero-

geneity suggests caution in generalizing results of the fixed effects

model beyond these 90 studies, and suggests placing greater con-

fidence in the two predictors identified in the random effects

model. Though we do not repeat this caution in subsequent anal-

yses, it is implicit because effect sizes were heterogeneous in all of

them.

Second, we used the CRS items (Table 3). With all predictors in

the random effects equation, results were similar to the analysis

with the total score. Effect sizes were larger (a) the greater the dose

of therapy and (b) when highly specific measures were used.

Model fit statistics were T = .087, with ̂ (62) = 118.21, p < .001,

accounting for 45% of parameter variation in study effect size, a

bit more than when the total score was used. With all predictors in

the fixed effects equation, multiple R = .72, with nearly identical

fit statistics, ^(62) = 116.34, p < .0001; and effect sizes were

larger (a) the greater the dose of therapy, (b) when highly specific

measures were used, (c) when internal control groups were used,

(d) with more representative clinical structure, (e) when outcome
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Table 1

Clinical Representativeness Item and Total Score Statistics

Table 3

Regression Coefficients and Standard Errors Predicting Effect

Size Using the Clinical Representativeness Items

Clinically representative problems .93 .22

Clinically representativ referrals .59 .49
Clinically representativ therapists .51 .45

Clinically representativ monitoring .77 .42
Clinically representative problem heterogeneity .67 .46
Clinically representative pretherapy training .68 .46
Clinically representative therapy freedom .79 .40
Clinically representative flexible number of sessions .28 .45

Total score 6.76 2.36

Note. In all cases, a larger mean implies greater clinical representative-
ness, with a range from 0 to 1. N = 90 studies.

was measured near the end of therapy, (f) for participants without

clinically representative mental health problems, and (g) when

therapy was not limited to a fixed number of sessions. Three of

these predictors involved clinical representativeness (d, f, g), with

more clinical representativeness increasing effect size for two

predictors (d, g) and decreasing it for one predictor (f).

Selection Bias in Nonrandomized Experiments

Psychotherapy researchers have mixed opinions about the role

of nonrandomized experiments in estimating the effects of therapy

Table 2

Regression Coefficients and Standard Errors Predicting Effect

Size Using the Clinical Representativeness Total Score

Random effects Fixed effects
model model

Regression Regression
Variable coefficient SE coefficient SE

Intercept 0.0553 .657 0.1458 .423
Clinical representativeness -0.0002 .033 -0.0104 .025
Year of publication -0.0064 .007 -0.0056 .004
Therapy dose in minutes' 0.0001 .000* 0.0001 .000*
Total attrition -0.1608 .365 -0.0229 .199
Differential attrition 0.1292 .525 0.0359 .343
Reactivity scale -0.0036 .058 0.0062 .039
Outcome specificity 0.5002 .212* 0.4841 .140*
Matching 0.0103 .126 -0.0165 .086
Internal control group 0.3138 .246 0.3467 .142*
Passive control group 0.1935 .131 0.1630 .089
Self-selection -0.0117 .250 -0.0677 .146
Did not use structure -0.0837 .173 -0.0388 .116
Random assignment 0.0960 .160 0.0311 .104
Unpublished work 0.0203 .182 0.0095 .135
Adult presenting problem -0.0577 .119 -0.1152 .082
Not brief therapy 0.0702 .131 0.0840 .090
Behavioral orientation 0.3360 .165* 0.3030 .110*
Weeks to posttest -0.0010 .001 -0.0010 .001*

Note. Regression coefficients are unstandardized and are the amount of
change in effect size associated with one unit change in the predictor.
a This variable was measured as total minutes of therapy, so its impact can
be substantial despite the small size of the regression coefficient.
*p < .05.

Random effects Fixed effects
model model

Regression Regression
Variable coefficient SE coefficient SE

Intercept -0.3084 .803 -0.0045 .561
Year of publication 0.0008 .007 -0.0004 .004
Therapy dose in minutes" 0.0001 .000* 0.0001 .000*
Total attrition 0.1174 .377 0.1690 .217
Differential attrition 0.3838 .523 0.2824 .359
Reactivity scale -0.0311 .062 -0.0349 .045
Outcome specificity 0.6316 .216* 0.6430 .152*
Matching 0.0356 .123 0.0232 .088
Internal control group 0.3273 .255 0.4074 .158*
Passive control group 0.1892 .133 0.1777 .096
Self-selection -0.0529 .257 -0.0476 .160
Did not use structure -0.1625 .189 -0.1678 .135
Random assignment -0.0387 .163 -0.0933 .111
Unpublished work -0.1594 .191 -0.2034 .147
Adult presenting problem -0.0693 .128 -0.1352 .092
Not brief therapy 0.1199 .137 0.1540 .097
Behavioral orientation 0.2666 .172 0.2354 .123
Weeks to posttest -0.0007 .001 -0.0009 .001
CR problems -0.4336 .280 -0.5262 .211*
CR setting 0.0267 .196 -0.0536 .145
CR referrals 0.1285 .162 0.1272 .121
CR therapists -0.1964 .233 -0.1706 .176
CR structure 0.2901 .159 0.3776 .117*
CR monitoring 0.1514 .154 0.0548 .112
CR problem heterogeneity -0.0828 .230 -0.0245 .170
CR pretherapy training -0.1918 .163 -0.1838 .122
CR therapy freedom 0.3567 .223 0.3053 .165
CR flexible number of

sessions -0.1568 .140 -0.1889 .098*

Note. Regression coefficients are unstandardized and are the amount of
change in effect size associated with one unit change in the predictor.

a This variable was measured as total minutes of therapy, so its impact can
be substantial despite the small size of the regression coefficient.
*p < .05.

(Beutler, 1998). The issue is particularly sharply drawn because

studies of therapy under clinically representative conditions are

more likely to be nonrandomized, so omitting nonrandomized

studies excludes some of the most clinically representative studies.

However, effect size estimates from nonrandomized studies may

be biased, so such studies may bias overall effect size estimates

(Matt & Cook, 1994). To shed light on this conundrum, we

compared results from randomized to nonrandomized designs,

with particular attention to the biasing effect of selection bias in

nonrandomized experiments. One study (Spiegler et al., 1976)

used both a randomized and a nonrandomized control, which we

categorized separately for this analysis, increasing N from 90

to 91.

First, effects in nonrandomized studies differ from effects in

randomized studies. Most studies (n — 67, 74%) randomized

clients to treatment or control conditions. Randomized studies had

an average random effects d = .52 (SE = .067), significantly

higher than the average d = .20 (SE = .095) from 24 nonrandom-

ized studies (Q = 7.37, df = \,p = .007). Similarly in the fixed
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effects analyses, randomized experiments had an average d = .43

(SE = .042), significantly higher than the average d = .14 (SE =

.047) from 24 nonrandomized studies (Q = 21.05, df = 1, p <

.0001). Second, evidence suggests that this outcome difference

between methodologies is due to a self-selection bias that de-

creases effect sizes from nonrandomized experiments, making

therapy look misleadingly ineffective. Specifically, for 12 nonran-

domized experiments where clients self-selected into treatment,

posttreatment effect size was random effects d = —.03 (fixed

effects d = -.02), but for 12 nonrandomized experiments where

clients were put into conditions by another nonrandom mechanism,

posttreatment effect size was random effects d = .46 (fixed effects

d = .44); the latter is close to the effect size for randomized

experiments. Examples of these other nonrandom mechanisms

included clients placed on a no-treatment waiting list because

therapists were unavailable (Barron & Leary, 1955), clients as-

signed to treatment or control in alternating weeks (Coche & Rick,

1975), alternating assignment of clients to treatment or control

until treatment slots were filled with all subsequent applicants

placed in control (Endicott & Endicott, 1964), controls selected by

matching to treatment clients from the same incarcerated popula-

tion with both groups selected by social workers at the institution

(Persons & Pepinsky, 1966), and controls chosen from hospital

records of admissions to the same inpatient unit on the same day

as treated patients who were identified by treatment staff (Sacks &

Berger, 1954). These other mechanisms seem to have two features

in common: (a) None involved client self-selection into conditions,

and (b) in all cases, both the treated and control samples plausibly

came from the same population.

Third, examining pretest standardized mean difference statistics

in 53 studies where sufficient pretest data were available rein-

forced the possibility of bias in nonrandomized experiments. Sta-

tistical theory suggests that pretest group differences should be

zero and homogenous in the 42 randomized studies, and they are:

Their average pretest standardized mean difference statistic was a

nonsignificant random effects d = —.05 (SE = .05, p = .35; fixed

effects d = -.05, SE = .05, p = .35) and homogenous,

^(41) = 25.76, p = .97. If nonrandomized experiments are

unbiased, their pretest standardized mean difference statistics

should be similar, but they are not. For 11 nonrandomized studies,

the average pretest standardized mean difference statistic was

smaller than zero at random effects d = — .25 (SE = .145, p = .09;

fixed effects d - -.31 (SE = .08, p - .0001) and not homoge-

nous, ^(10) = 33.31, p = .0002. In fact, the difference in

standardized mean difference statistics between nonrandomized

and randomized experiments at pretest is nearly equal to the

difference between them at posttest. Self-selection bias is indicated

by the fact that pretest standardized mean difference statistics in 6

nonrandomized studies where clients self-selected into treatment

(random effects d = —.47, SE = .16, p — .02) are significantly

lower (Q - 3.99, df = I, p = .046) than in 5 studies where

participants were put into conditions by another nonrandom mech-

anism (d = .04, SE = .19, p = .85). This finding held in a fixed

effects analysis where effect sizes for studies where clients self-

selected into treatment (d = -.50, SE = .10, p = .0007) are

significantly lower (Q = 10.24, df = 1, p = .0014) than in 5

studies where clients were put into conditions by another nonran-

dom mechanism (d = .02, SE = .13, p = .89).

The nature of this self-selection bias is probably straightforward.

People select therapy when they are most distressed, leaving less

distressed people to be control group members. On measures

related to distress, self-selection results in treatment group clients

scoring worse than control group clients at pretest. Even if therapy

is effective, it raises treatment group client posttest status to the

level of control group clients, resulting in a zero effect size at

posttest. Ragsdale (1996) provided additional empirical evidence

in support of this interpretation in a sample of marital and family

therapy studies.

Would previous regression results (Tables 2 and 3) hold if

analyses were limited to randomized experiments? The univariate

correlation of effect size with clinical representativeness is smaller

and nonsignificant in randomized experiments (random effects r =

-.11, p = .33; fixed effects r = -.13, p = .11); indeed, elimi-

nating only nonrandomized experiments where clients self-

selected into treatment, the univariate correlation between effect

size and clinical representativeness in the remaining 79 studies is

nonsignificant (random effects r = — .10, p = .32; fixed effects

r = —.11, p = .19). Running a regression on only randomized

experiments yielded generally similar results (Tables 4 and 5;

predictors for random assignment, internal control, and serf-

selection were omitted from this analysis because they are con-

stants in randomized experiments): Effect sizes were larger (a) the

greater the dose of therapy, (b) when highly specific measures

were used, (c) in studies published longer ago, and (d) when

passive controls were used. Model fit statistics for the random

effects model were T = .065, x*(51) = 83.34, p = .003, account-

ing for 45% of parameter variation in study effect size. For the

fixed effects model, multiple R — .62 with similar fit statistics,

Table 4

Regression Results on Randomized Experiments Only Using

the Clinical Representativeness Total Score

Random effects Fixed effects
model model

Regression Regression
Variable coefficient SE coefficient SE

Intercept
Clinical representativeness
Year of publication
Therapy dose in minutesa

Total attrition
Differential attrition
Reactivity scale
Outcome specificity
Matching
Passive control group
Did not use structure
Unpublished work
Adult presenting problem
Not brief therapy
Behavioral orientation
Weeks to posttest

1.2150
0.0561

-0.0220
0.0001

-0.4515
-0.6536
-0.0118

0.7425
-0.0606

0.3293
-0.2921

0.1237
-0.0180
-0.0276

0.2622
0.0001

.678

.035

.008*

.000*

.486

.578

.067

.250*

.133

.150*

.185

.175

.126

.152

.182

.019

1.3882
0.0541

-0.0238
0.0002

-0.2688
-0.9130
-0.0008

0.7566
-0.0771

0.2989
-0.3222

0.1042
-0.01 15

-0.0396
0.1934

-0.0039

.534

.029

.007*

.000*

.377

.459*

.054

.196*

.103

.118*

.145

.140

.099

.120

.144

.015

Note. Regression coefficients are unstandardized and are the amount of
change in effect size associated with one unit change in the predictor.
a This variable was measured as total minutes of therapy, so its impact can
be substantial despite the small size of the regression coefficient.
*p< .05.
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Table 5

Regression Results on Randomized Experiments Only Using

the Clinical Representativeness Items

Random effects
model

Variable

Intercept
Year of publication
Therapy dose in minutes"
Total attrition
Differential attrition
Reactivity scale
Outcome specificity
Matching
Passive control group
Did not use structure
Unpublished work
Adult presenting problem
Not brief therapy
Behavioral orientation
Weeks to posttest
CR problems
CR setting
CR referrals
CR therapists
CR structure
CR monitoring
CR problem heterogeneity
CR pretherapy training
CR therapy freedom
CR flexible number of

sessions

Regression
coefficient

-0.1047
-0.0120

0.0002
-0.2213
-0.5587
-0.0196

0.9064
-0.0177

0.3204
-0.1776

0.0145
0.0932

-0.0477
0.2229

-0.0098
0.0529
0.4085

-0.0052
-0.0594

0.1552
0.2591

-0.0301
-0.2532

0.3093

-0.0406

SE

.924

.010

.000

.618

.654

.078

.293*

.149

.171

.229

.223

.150

.181

.211

.023

.350

.227

.191

.261

.189

.182

.255

.191

.244

.196

Fixed effects
model

Regression
coefficient

0.0195
-0.0132

0.0001
-0.0842
-0.7763
-0.0006

0.8907
-0.0392

0.3112
-0.1613
-0.0527

0.0960
-0.0641

0.1723
-0.0154

0.0697
0.3920
0.0159

-0.0380
0.1893
0.2024
0.0199

-0.2854
0.2556

-0.0755

SE

.729

.008

.000*

.457

.502

.061

.222*

.111

.133*

.179

.170

.114

.136

.165

.017

.274

.176*

.149

.202

.147

.139

.197

.152

.192

.146

Note. Regression coefficients are unstandardized and are the amount of
change in effect size associated with one unit change in the predictor.
CR = clinically representative.
a This variable was measured as total minutes of therapy, so its impact can
be substantial despite the small size of the regression coefficient.

= 84.92, p = .002. Significant fixed effects predictors

included the random effects predictors, but effect size was also

greater when the percentage of dropouts from the control group

was greater than the percentage of dropouts from the treatment

group. This might occur if dropouts are less distressed, leaving

those clients remaining in the control group more distressed than

those remaining in treatment.

Using the clinical representativeness items (Table 5), in the

random effects regression, ^(42) = 72.75, p = .0085, only

outcome specificity significantly predicted effect size. For the

fixed effects regression, multiple R = .69, with similar fit statis-

tics, )f(42) = 71.63, p = .0029; and effect sizes were higher (a)

the greater the dose of therapy, (b) when highly specific measures

were used, (c), when passive controls were used, and (d) when

therapy occurred in more clinically representative settings.

Generalizing by Extrapolation to the Most Clinically

Representative Study

Rubin (1992) proposed reconceptualizing meta-analysis as mod-

eling a multivariate response surface to extrapolate from known

data to a target ideal study. Unfortunately, there are no published

exemplars of how, to do this modeling in meta-analysis, and the

requisite techniques (see, e.g., Box & Draper, 1987) have not been

adapted to meta-analysis. However, we can comply with the spirit

of this proposal by using regression results to extrapolate from the

data to an effect size for a hypothetical ideal study of the effects of

clinically representative therapy. To do so, we multiply the random

effects regression coefficients by codes that represent the ideal

study and then add the products to obtain a predicted effect size.

Random effects coefficients are used because the inference gen-

eralizes from these 90 studies to studies with different clinical and

methodological characteristics. We use the full sample coefficients

(Table 2 and 3) to take advantage of the maximum amount of

information from these 90 studies.

An ideal study of the effects of clinically representative therapy

would (a) score at the maximum on the clinical representativeness

items and (b) use the most accurate methodology for estimating

treatment effects: It would match and then randomly assign (so the

control group necessarily would be internal and other-selected)

and have no attrition, for statistical theory suggests that these

characteristics are most likely to yield an unbiased estimate of

effect size. The remaining variables do not have ideal levels, so the

task is to choose levels that yield inferences of interest. The

inference of most direct interest here concerns what these 90

studies would have found if they were fully clinically representa-

tive and used the most accurate methods. This inference is ob-

tained by using the average value on the remaining codes: publi-

cation date (M = 1,974.91), dose in minutes (M = 986.71),

proportion using behavioral therapy (M — .40), reactivity scale

score (M — 2.55), proportion using a specific outcome measure

(M — .55), weeks after therapy ended that outcome was measured

(M = 15.74), proportion using passive control group (i.e., either no

treatment or wait-list; M = .64), proportion not using structure in

therapy (M = .51), proportion not using brief therapy (M = .56),

proportion unpublished {M = .12), and treating adult (code — 2)

versus child (code = 1) presenting problems (M = 1.52). These

assumptions yield a predicted effect size of d = .52. Using the

clinical representativeness items (and so, the coefficients in Table

3), the predicted effect size is d = .41. For comparison, the random

effects weighted average effect size over all 90 studies is d = .41,

and d — .55 for the 41 studies in Sample B (which was drawn

randomly from 15 past meta-analyses). That is, an ideal study of

the effects of clinically representative therapy would yield effects

that are the same as or only slightly smaller than those reported in

these past meta-analyses.

One can also project the effects of studies using other assump-

tions. For example, assume the study was published in 1998, used

a dose of 1,250 min of therapy (25 weeks of one 50-min session

per week), used nonbehavioral therapy, used measures with mod-

erate reactivity (rating of 2) and high specificity (rating of 1),

measured outcome after the last therapy session, had a passive

control group (i.e., either no treatment or wait-list), did not use a

formal structure in therapy, used longer rather than brief therapy,

and treated adult presenting problems. This set of assumptions

yields a predicted effect size for an ideal clinically representative

study of d = .54 for the regression in Table 2. Doubling therapy

dose to 50 weeks would increase the d from .54 to .68. Assuming

in addition that therapy was behavioral, d would rise from to .68

to 1.02. None of these assumptions are right or wrong. Rather they
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show that results from therapy outcome studies vary depending on

their substantive and methodological characteristics. As Rubin

(1992) suggested:

In practice, there may be different definitions of the ideal study

depending on the purpose of the meta-analyses and the predilections

of the meta-analysts. Such differences are natural in all types of

scientific endeavors, and the requirement to have to formalize the

intended purpose . . . is a positive feature of this perspective, (p. 368)

Discussion

In general, this research supports the effectiveness of psycho-

logical therapies that are conducted under clinically representative

conditions, and it even suggests that the more such therapy is

provided, the better the outcomes. However, accurate interpreta-

tion of these results requires clarification of the relationship be-

tween clinical representativeness and related constructs (clinical

therapy and empirically supported psychological therapies), of the

interpretation of nonrandomized experiments, of likely limitations

on the dose-effect relationship that we found, and of some more

general limitations to the meta-analytic methodology that we used.

Finally, we highlight some innovative meta-analytic techniques

used in this study that might be more widely applicable in other

meta-analyses.

Clinical Representativeness and Related Constructs

What is the relationship between clinically representative ther-

apy and the related constructs of clinic therapy (see, e.g., Weisz et

al., 1992, 1995) or empirically supported psychological therapies

(Chambless & Hollon, 1998)? Clinic therapy focuses on clinic-

referred children and adolescents getting psychotherapy that is

already being conducted by practicing clinicians as part of the

regular service-related program of a service-oriented clinic. The

requirement that therapy already exist as part of the regular

service-related program of a service-oriented clinic best differen-

tiates clinic therapy from clinically representative therapy. This

requirement excludes studies of therapies transported from the lab

to see how they perform under clinically representative conditions,

but the latter are of great interest to the present question. So, clinic

therapy focuses on a small subset of studies of therapy under

clinically representative conditions.

Second, empirical support for the effectiveness of psychological

therapies under clinically representative conditions should be dis-

criminated from empirically supported psychological therapies

(Chambless & Hollon, 1998). Although our results empirically

support the effectiveness of psychological therapies, the term

empirically supported psychological therapies has special mean-

ing: clearly specified psychological therapies (i.e., with a treatment

manual or its equivalent) that are efficacious in controlled research

with a well-delineated population (Chambless & Hollon, 1998).

The latter therapies can be conducted in more or less clinically

representative conditions and may improve the outcome of clini-

cally representative therapy still further.

Randomized Versus Nonrandomized Trials

The present results suggest that self-selection into treatment in

nonrandomized trials can bias effect size estimates (for similar

findings in psychotherapy, education, drug abuse prevention, and

medicine, see Colditz, Miller, & Mosteller, 1988; Gilbert, McPeek,

& Mosteller, 1977; Heinsman & Shadish, 1996; Shadish & Heins-

man, 1997; Shadish & Ragsdale, 1996). This self-selection bias

makes psychotherapy appear ineffective in nonrandomized trials,

and because nonrandomized trials tend to be more clinically rep-

resentative, this bias also makes it appear as though more clinically

representative studies yield smaller effects. Both findings are ar-

tifacts of self-selection bias. Unfortunately, few reviews that in-

clude nonrandomized trials account for such biases by using co-

variates such as use of random assignment, presence of self-

selection, similarity of the control group, and pretest standardized

mean differences. Rather, they typically lump the two kinds of

trials together without adjustment, or they have no randomized

benchmarks at all. Both practices are worth discouraging. The

interpretation of quasi-experiments benefits from careful and de-

tailed efforts to take into account plausible threats to internal

validity (Cook & Campbell, 1979; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, in

press). In meta-analytic contexts, the same cautions apply (Matt &

Cook, 1994).

As a corollary, conventional wisdom often equates clinically

representative studies with effectiveness research or with mental

health services research, and the former studies are contrasted with

research-oriented, efficacy, or clinical trials studies (e.g., Donen-

berg, Lyons, & Howard, 1999). In these discussions, the former set

of studies is frequently portrayed as emphasizing external over

internal validity. The present results belie such an oversimplifica-

tion. In the classic conceptualization of internal validity (Campbell

& Stanley, 1963; Cook & Campbell, 1979), the two crucial meth-

odological features for high internal validity are random assign-

ment and the minimization of attrition. Clearly, many clinically

representative studies in this sample met these two criteria—they

were both clinically representative and internally valid.

Therapy Dose

The association between increased therapy dose and better out-

come has precedent in past research (Bovasso, Eaton, & Armenian,

1999; Howard, Moras, Brill, Martinovich, & Lutz, 1996; Kopta,

Howard, Lowry, & Beutler, 1994; Lambert & Cattani-Thompson,

1996). However, three qualifications are crucial to interpreting this

result. First, most of the literature fails to manipulate dose exper-

imentally, so dose—response effects may be confounded with other

study features. This problem is probably reduced in the present

study by including potential confounds in the regressions along

with dose, but we can never be certain these confounds are

eliminated entirely. Second, it is unlikely that increased dose

improves outcome indefinitely; this is crucial given the centrality

of dose to the costs of therapy. Kopta et al. (1994) found that

outcomes level off over a year; the addition of a quadratic term in

the present data to model this leveling-off approached significance

in some regressions. Third, a positive dose—effect relationship may

hold more strongly for some disorders (see, e.g., Shapiro et al.,

1994) or some measures (see, e.g., Kadera, Lambert, & Andrews,

1996), which may explain why some primary studies find dose-

effect relationships, but others do not.
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Limitations of the Present Study

Five limits to this study suggest caution in its interpretation.

First is a construct validity issue—do our codes assess key features

of clinical representativeness? The overlap between our criteria

and related ones (see, e.g., Weisz et al., 1992) suggests all are

tapping a common construct. However, controversies still exist

both about whether we have omitted key features or included

irrelevant ones and about obvious exceptions to our particular

criteria such as the clinician who specializes in treating one kind of

problem (see Shadish et al., 1997, for other exceptions). Needed

are further conceptual analysis of the convergent and discriminant

validity of clinical representativeness and cognate constructs like

clinic therapy, and further empirical research on key features of

clinically representative practice to inform construct development.

Second, it is difficult to reduce criteria for coding clinical

representativeness to a few sentences of prose. Rather, such cod-

ings involve difficult clinical and research judgments about which

reasonable people may disagree. For example, how long must a

description of treatment be to count as a treatment manual? How

much selection through informed consent is allowed in an other-

wise clinically representative referral? Detailed rules for all these

possibilities would yield an impossibly long coding manual, even

if the details could be justified for such inherently ambiguous

matters.

Third, like most meta-analysts, we inferred codes from study

reports, a difficult task because study reports are ambiguous. An

alternative is to contact original authors to help with coding.

However, the obstacles to that method are substantial. Some stud-

ies were published 50—60 years ago, and their authors are unavail-

able. Even for more recent studies where authors can be located,

their memories of study procedures from 10 or more years ago

may be untrustworthy, confounding coding biases with age of the

study.

Fourth, important interactions can exist in psychotherapy meta-

analysis (Shadish & Sweeney, 1991), yet we did not report such

tests. Issues of testing and interpreting interactions in multilevel

random effects meta-analytic models are unclear, both in regard to

how to center multilevel data to prevent colinearity (Kreft, de

Leeuw, & Aiken, 1995) and in regard to appropriate follow-up

tests. This problem must be addressed if meta-analysts are to use

Rubin's (1992) response surface modeling approaches to meta-

analysis, where exploring interactions is essential.

Fifth, meta-analytic data are correlational, more like survey

research than experimental research, so clinical representativeness

is inevitably confounded with other variables. Although we tried to

adjust for those confounds, we can never know if they were

completely identified and validly measured—that is the nature of

selection bias in correlational data. Random effects models help

compensate for this uncertainty, but many more primary experi-

ments are needed to cross-validate and extend these results.

Meta-Analytic Methodology

This study illustrates three novel meta-analytic techniques. First

is the use of regression analysis to project results to an ideal study,

in the spirit of Rubin's (1992) call to conceptualize meta-analysis

as a task in response surface modeling. Although the implemen-

tation we present is crude compared with Rubin's aspirations, our

methods are feasible using existing random effects models. A

virtue of this technique is that it forces the meta-analyst to make

explicit assumptions about the target of generalization.

Second is the use of pretest effect sizes to explore selection bias

in nonrandomized experiments. This method helps to explore the

substantive nature of selection bias (e.g., differences in self- versus

other-selection) and to relate pretest to posttest biases. Elsewhere,

we have used pretest effect size estimates to obtain adjusted

posttest treatment effect estimates from both randomized and

nonrandomized studies in meta-analyses (Shadish & Heinsman,

1997; Shadish & Ragsdale, 1996).

Third is the joint use of fixed and random effects models. Fixed

effects analyses suggested that in these 90 studies, therapy dose

and outcome specificity consistently predicted effect size and that

other variables predicted less consistently, including the use of

internal controls, passive controls, behavioral therapies, year of

publication, time to outcome measurement, attrition, and a few

clinical representativeness items (the latter items sometimes in-

creased and sometimes decreased outcome). However, rejection of

effect size homogeneity suggested that generalizing fixed effect

findings beyond these 90 studies is ill advised. Random effects

analyses yield more appropriate generalization under effect size

heterogeneity, suggesting that only therapy dose and outcome

specificity yield robust effects. Generalization beyond these 90

studies is the question of greatest interest, so the random effects

analyses warrant more confidence.

Conclusions

The results of this study suggest four main substantive conclu-

sions. First, psychological therapies are robustly effective across

conditions that range from research-oriented to clinically represen-

tative. Second, previous findings that clinical representativeness

leads to lower effect size are probably an artifact of other con-

founding variables, especially biased self-selection into treatment

in many quasi-experiments that happen to be clinically represen-

tative. Third, increased dose of therapy is associated with better

outcome, though it seems likely that benefits may level off at some

point. Fourth, studies tend to show much larger effects if they

assess outcome by using measures that are closely tailored to the

goals that were focused on in treatment (similar to the "teaching

the test" effect from educational research).
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Appendix

Coding Criteria

Clinical Representativeness Codes

Clinically representative problems (percentage agreement = 88*)"

1 = Clinically representative: Participants had mental health or behav-

ioral problems. Examples: traditional clinically distressed patients,

patients whose clinical symptoms are secondary to a primary

medical problem such as multiple sclerosis, patients being treated

for resulting depression, and classroom behavior problems.

0.5 = Partially clinically representative: Participants had problems that

were not mental health or behavior problems. Examples: students

who are identified as underachievers, patients treated for non-

compliance with a medical regime such as taking hyper-

tensive medications.

0 = Not clinically representative: Participants were without identified

problems. Examples: unselected nursing students wanting personal

growth, unselected grammar school children who are taught about

interpersonal relationships.

Clinically representative setting (percentage agreement = 88%; K = .605)

1 = Clinically representative: a setting in which clinical services are

commonly provided and that would be considered primarily a

service-delivery site. Examples: outpatient mental health clinics,

community mental health centers, general hospitals. Veterans Ad-

ministration, private practice, prisons, school systems, university-

affiliated service-delivery clinics whose primary function is

clinical.

0.5 = Partially clinically representative: a mixed clinical-research set-

ting in which both clinical .and research functions routinely occur.

Examples: university-affiliated medical schools or free-

standing clinics that regularly conduct research, psycholog-

ical services centers associated with academic psychology

departments.

0 = Not clinically representative: a setting in which the research func-

tion clearly dominates any clinical function. Examples: a research

laboratory on an academic campus, a university-affiliated clinic

devoted entirely to research.

Clinically representative referrals (percentage agreement = 71%; K =

.400)

1 = Clinically representative: Patients in the treatment condition were

initially referred through usual clinical routes. Examples: health

professional referral, self-referral, referral by family/friend, treat-

ment required.

0 = Not clinically representative: researcher-solicited patients; patients

in the treatment condition initially solicited by experimenter without

going through any usual clinical referral route. Examples: researcher

media advertisement, introductory psychology students receiving

course credit for research.

Clinically representative therapists (percentage agreement = 88*; K =

.800)

1 — Clinically representative: Therapists are practicing mental health

clinicians (the provision of such services is a substantial part of

their job duties) and professionals (they earn their living in this

job). Examples: clinic therapist, counselor in a school setting,

recovered alcoholics paid to counsel other alcoholics.

0.5 = Partially clinically representative: professional clinical research-

ers who are qualified to provide clinical services but their primary

duties are in research and the provision of clinical services occurs

infrequently. Example: clinical psychologist employed in aca-

demic psychology department and seeing clients rarely.

0 = Afor clinically representative: nondinicians or clinicians in train-

ing; therapists not practicing clinical professionals or in training.

Examples: medical general practitioner, graduate students, psychi-

atry residents.

Clinically representative structure (percentage agreement

.406)

76%; K

1 = Clinically representative: Treatment was not structured in a detailed

and uniform way, or its structure was representative of some clinical

practice. Examples: psychodynamic therapy without a detailed man-

ual, or therapy structured by relaxation tapes, systematic desensiti-

zation, or biofeedback.

0 - Not clinically representative: Therapy was structured in a way that is not

representative of clinical practice. Examples: psychodynamic therapy

where therapists were instructed to follow a detailed manual or protocol

or that used a structure such as video or audiotapes prepared specifically

for (his study and not typically used in clinical practice.

Clinically representative monitoring (percentage agreement = 82%; K =

.610)

1 = Clinically representative: Study did not monitor the implementation

of treatment in a way that could influence therapist behavior in the

study. Examples: therapy without supervision or monitoring, video-

taping and coding of therapist behavior for later use as a dependent

variable without feedback to therapist, therapists could consult with

an expert to see if they were doing therapy correctly but did not have

regular sessions with that expert.

0 - Not clinically representative: Study monitored treatment implemen-

tation regularly for its integrity and adherence to a treatment plan or

model. Examples: observing therapist behavior and providing im-

mediate feedback to therapists, supervision given in a way to affect

therapist behavior.

Clinically representative problem heterogeneity (percentage agreement =

100%; K = 1.00)

1 ~ Clinically representative: Therapists treated clients who were heter-

ogeneous in focal presenting problems across all clients treated both

in and out of study. Examples: different clients having different

problems, the same clients having multiple presenting problems.

0 = Not clinically representative: Therapists treated only clients who

were homogeneous in presenting problem both in and outside of the

study. Examples: graduate students who were not described as doing

therapy outside the study, a professional therapist working solely to

relieve patient pain in a pain clinic.

Clinically representative pretherapy training (percentage agreement =

76%; K = .393)

1 = Clinically representative: Therapists did not receive intensive train-

nig before the study in the treatment. Example: therapists providing

usual care, experienced rational-emotive therapists not trained spe-

cially for the study.

0 = Not clinically representative: Therapists received intensive training

before the study in the treatment. Example: graduate students trained

in treatment before the study,

(Appendix continues)
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Clinically representative therapy freedom (percentage agreement = 100%;

K = 1.00)

1 = Clinically representative: Therapists used multiple techniques in all

the therapy they did. Examples: counselors in a school, therapists in

a mental health center.

0 = Not clinically representative: Therapists relied on a specific struc-

tured technique or a narrow set of substantially similar techniques in

their work, both in the study and outside the study. Examples:

therapists in a pain clinic who routinely administer the same treat-

ment to all clients, therapists who work full time in a study in which

therapy is narrowly constrained.

Clinically representative flexible number of sessions (percentage agree-

ment = 59%)a

1 = Clinically representative: The research did not place limits on the

number of therapy sessions. Examples: unlimited psychodynamic

therapy, therapy that could continue after posttest.

0 = Not clinically representative: Therapy was limited to a fixed number

of sessions. Example: a structured hypnosis treatment with fixed

sessions.

Other Treatment Characteristics

Treatment orientation (percentage agreement = 94%; weighted K = .881)

1 = Behavioral/psychoeducational/problem solving.

2 = Systemic.

3 = Humanistic/experiential.

4 — Psychodynamic/psyckoanalytic.

5 = Eclectic. Examples: A treatment specifically labeled eclectic, or a

combination of two more of the above orientations.

6 = Didactic. Examples: bibliotherapy without therapist, classroom

instruction.

7 - Other.

Number of sessions fa = .994)

Duration of sessions in minutes fa = .928)

Brief therapy (percentage agreement = 100%; K = 1.00)

1 = Short duration (fewer than 10 sessions).

2 = Long duration (10 or more sessions).

Use of structure (percentage agreement = 82%; K = .485)

1 = Did not use a formal structure. Examples: no structure such as a

manual, video or audiotapes, or detailed instructions to therapists

about how to conduct therapy.

0 = Did use a formal structure.

Dependent Variable Characteristics

Outcome state (percentage agreement = 76%; weighted K = .493)

1 = Primarily a measure of behavior. Examples: behavioral observa-

tions, self-report of behavior.

2 = Primarily nonbehavioral. Examples: measures of thoughts, affect,

physiology.

3 = Primarily achievement test. Examples: Scholastic Aptitude Test

score.

4 = Other.

Outcome Mode (percentage agreement = 88%; weighted K = .757)

1 = Self-report of client. Examples: Beck Depression Inventory, Minne-

sota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI).

2 = Therapist rating. Example: improvement rating by therapist.

3 = Rating by other. Examples: one family member rating another,

trained observer, physiological measures taken by others.

4 = Other.

Manipulability (percentage agreement = 76%; K = .590)

1 = Not very manipulable: measures not easily controlled by clients or

therapists. Examples: most physiological measures, grade point

average.

2 = Moderately manipulable: manipulable a cost to the respondent.

Example: an observer-rated problem-resolution task requiring

spouses to comply with treatment recommendations that are incon-

sistent with their normal behavior.

3 = Very manipulable: manipulable at no cost to the respondent. Exam-

ples: self-report of satisfaction, therapist rating of outcome.

Reactivity (from M. L. Smith, Glass, & MUler, 1980; percentage agree-

ment = 53%; K = .470)

1 = Physiological measures. Examples: palmar sweat index, pulse, gal-

vanic skin response, grade point average.

2 = Blinded ratings and decisions. Examples: blind projective test rat-

ings, blind ratings of symptoms, blind discharge from hospital.

3 = Standardized measures of traits having minimal connection with

treatment or therapist. Examples: MMPI, Rotter Internal-External

Control Scale.

4 = Experimenter-constructed inventories (nonblind), ratings of symp-

toms (nonblind), any client self-report to experimenter, blind admin-

istration of Behavioral Approach Tests.

5 = Therapist rating of improvement or symptoms, projective tests (non-

blind), behavior in the presence of therapist or nonblind evaluator

(e.g., Behavioral Approach Test), instruments that have a direct and

obvious relationship with treatment (e.g., where desensitization hi-

erarchy items were taken directly from measuring instrument).

Specificity (percentage agreement = 83%; K = .726)

1 = Specific: measures directly constructed from or related to the goals

of treatment. Examples: target behaviors that are focus of therapy,

count of number of quarrels as dependent variable for communica-

tion training to reduce quarrels.

2 = Not specifically tailored to treatment, but a general therapy mea-

sure. Example: a general rating of distress.

3 = General: Measure tangentially related to therapy. Example: IQ test.

Number of weeks after treatment terminated that this measure was taken,

with zero being immediately after therapy fa = .974)

Methodology Codes

Assignment to condition (percentage agreement = 100%; K = 1.00)

1 = Clients were randomly assigned to treatment and comparison con-

ditions for this effect size.

2 = Clients were not randomly assigned.

3 = Clients were haphazardly assigned. Example: alternating order.

Matching/blocking/stratifying (percentage agreement - 100%; weighted

K = 1.00)

1 = Matching/blocking/stratifying carried out on reliable variable. Ex-

ample: gender.

2 — Matching/blocking/stratifying carried out on fallible variable. Ex-

ample: IQ.

3 = Matching/blocking/stratifying carried out on both reliable and fal-

lible variables.
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4 = Matching/blocking/stratifying not reported.

Control group activity level (percentage agreement = 100%; K = 1.00)

1 = Passive control. Example: no treatment or wait list.

2 = Active control Example: placebo.

Control group similarity to treatment group (percentage agreement =

1 = Internal: Another group from the same pool of participants. Exam-

ples: Students from the same school, all randomized groups.

2 = External: A group from a patently different pool of clients. Example:

students from different schools.

Selection process (percentage agreement =

1 = Self-selection: Participants actively chose to which condition they

were assigned. Example: clients who respond to a media add for a

treatment.

2 = Other-selection: Someone else selected units into condition. Exam-

ples: all randomized studies, nonrandomized studies in which the

experimenter gave treatment to participants who could make certain

appointment times.

Miscellaneous Codes

Year of publication fa = 1.00)

Publication status (percentage agreement = 100%; weighted K - 1.00)

1 = Journal.

2 = Book or book chapter.

3 = Dissertation or master's thesis.

4 = Convention paper or other speech.

5 = Unpublished manuscript.

Child-adolescent or adult presenting problems (percentage agreement =

94%; K = .866)

1 — Child-adolescent presenting problems. Example: family therapy

with a child presenting problem.

2 = Adult presenting problems.

Number of participants initially assigned fa = .985)

Number of participants remaining at outcome fa = .995)

Coding manuals with more detail are available from William R. Shadish.

In this appendix, N = 17 for all reliability coefficients, and the symbol r{

represents the intraclass correlation (Tinsley & Weiss, 1975).

a No other reliability coefficient could be computed because one set of

ratings had no variability.
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